Date: 1st April 2020

Industry update: National Highway Sector Scheme online training
Helping to keep our skilled workforce current and safe
Over the last two weeks we have been exploring alternative methods of training delivery to give our providers
and instructors the opportunity to continue to deliver classroom-based training online. This will enable the
workforce in this important sector, traffic management and safety fencing, to maintain their skills on their
cards as usual by training in a safe environment.
We are very pleased to report that this has been trialled successfully with a refresher course and online
‘proctored’ test. The courses listed below are available with immediate effect and we are working with our
providers and instructors who wish to continue training through this difficult period.
We recognise that our instructors are an integral part of the training for their technical knowledge, experience
and interactive skills therefore we have chosen a platform which allows the instructor to be visible to the
learners at all times and is able to, for example, deliver a PowerPoint Presentation and share course material
whilst still in full conversation with the group.
These courses are a great way to address the current challenge industry has in ensuring that the currency of
skills is maintained and the workforce remains safe in carrying out their roles. The courses are delivered
under controlled conditions by the instructor with a proctored solution for the online end of course test, which
guarantees verification of the learner and ongoing monitoring of the learner during the test.
NHSS Course
TTMBC
12D T1
12D T2
12D T3
12D T4
12D T5
12AB General Operative test
12 Impact Protection Vehicle Refresher
10B Foundation course
10B Installer course (classroom only- not practical element, tbc)

Course Code
6344
6338
6339
6340
6341
6342
6343
6335
6334
6337

Further courses will be added to the portfolio weekly.
For further information on the courses listed above, please contact NHSS-Highways@lantra.co.uk
Lantra would like to thank the industry, our training providers and instructors for your ongoing support in
these challenging times.
Regards
Lantra

